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February News from P&R 

Did you know that P&R offer up to a 10 year warranty on tools made 

and moulded at their premises in Oldham? Thats got to be peace of 

mind. 

 

Complex Shapes Completed Faster with the New Fanuc  
P&R has taken delivery of a new Fanuc Wire Eroder with sixaxis capability. The Fanuc can wire 

more complex shapes much faster than its predecessors.  

For you, that means reduced lead time on complicated designs.  

 

Previously, a complex design was completed over several stages and manual set up required. 

Now, it can all be done in one hit! It’s also a very compact machine despite offering a larger 

capacity than the previous model. Benefits all round!  
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Do you have a complex design requirement? Get in touch to learn how our new Fanuc could 

benefit you.  

 

New Green Demag Saves Energy, Increases Efficiency 

New to the expanding injection moulding fleet here at P&R is the all new Demag 4203300 Servo. 

With its hybrid drive technology it’s optimized for maximum flexibility while being highly energy 

efficiency – achieving a power consumption reduction of at least 60% compared to the industry 

average. 

 

The Demag was selected due to its energy efficiency, performance flexibility and value for money. 

Watch the Demag in action here. 

 

EasyVent Window Ventilators Now On Sale 

EasyVent, our new range of window ventilators are now available from select distributers. Tried 

and tested by leading North West fabricator Dekko Window Systems, the vent is now operational 

on several thousand Dekko windows.  

Dekko’s Sales Director Kurt Greatrex adds, “The EasyVent is extremely simple to fit and operate, 

and is made from the highest UVresistant material delivering complete peace of mind for 

suppliers and customers alike.” 

The vent has been very well received and sales are encouraging. New sizes are planned for the 

near future and a coupler will be available before the end of the month. 
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For more information please contact Dave Bowden at Patterson & Rothwell. 

 

 

   
Take on our 10K Running Team! 
  
Meet Neil Ashcroft, Phil Coates, Dave Bowden and Robert Anderson  P&R's 10K running team. 

                             

They're a speedy bunch but could you pip them to the post? If you have a team of four and are up 

for a race we would love to hear from you!  
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Teams will compete and the times of all runners added up  the team with the fastest overall 

time WINS! 

Fancy your chances? Contact  Dave  to talk more.  

  

www.pattersonrothwell.co.uk 


